1 Park Road, #02-11 People’s Park Complex, Singapore 059108

Tel: 6438 7478 Fax: 6438 9794

TOUR CODE: KMG8P

Attractions:
【Jiaozi Snow Mountain】

Jiaozi Snow Mountain is well-known as the First Mountain in the middle of
Yunnan. Jiaozi Snow Mountain looks green in the spring, blue in the summer, golden in the fall and
silver in the winter.There is a saying about the unique Mountain View, “Different views of four seasons
in the mountain, different weather only 10 miles away.”
【Dongchuan Red Soil】

Dongchuan, a rural place in the Wumeng Mountainous area, about 180km north of Kunming, becomes very
famous among Chinese photographers for its red soil.
Speaking of Red Soil, the scenery is in fact centralized around Huagou(means colorful valley) of Xintian
Township, which is about 50km away from Dongchuan County seat. Those locations are too small to have a
name. Locals simply call it 109, 110...the number on the kilometer marker along the road. 109 is almost the
highest point on the road, which branches here to another small hamlet. From all around 109 glorious vistas
stretch to Guizhou and Sichuan. Dongchuan, as the crow flies not more than 20 kilometers away, is barely
visible in the valley far below.
【Huize Ancient Town】Huize located on the northeast of Yunnan, eastern bank of Golden Sand River, it
is only 254km from Qujing and 273km from Kunming.
With a history of over 2000 years, Huize is the earliest administration of middle kingdom in southwest of
China. Historically Huize has been served as a magnificent center of bronze mining,minting, casting of
bronze coins, an important official currency minter for all the Chinese Dynasties. The brilliant historical
legacies are still kept in the backstreets of Huize old town. A numbers of guild halls, temples residences with
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Ming and Qing styles in a family garden and houses are still can be seen. Now Huize is enlisted as one of
cultural cities in Yunnan.
【Dahai Caoshan Mountain】

Dahai is the homophony of “Da Qi Bai” in the Yi dialect meaning the highest place. With gently
undulating terrains, Caoshan Mt covers a vast expanse of alpine meadow of about 12,000 hectares. More
than 20 kinds of alpine forage grasses can be found growing here such as fescue, rye grass,
red clove and white clover.
Due to its spectacular sights of peaks, grass, water, light, flowers, clouds, snow,
cave and ethnic culture, Caoshan Mt has been crowned “New Zealand of Yunnan”.
【Yuanmou Tulin Earth Forest】
The Earth Forest (Tulin) in Yuanmou, a provincial class scenic spot is made up of five areas, covering an area
of 50 sq km. It was formed by geological movement and soil erosion one or two million years ago. It is named
for its shape like immense forest and the main composition of the expansion earth.

[Ancient Town of the Yi People]It is an ancient town and tourist attraction in the northwestern "new town".
There is nightly dancing and music with people of the Yi ethnic minority (who are one of China's 55 ethnic minorities).
The Yi people's authentic, hand-made garb can be purchased in this community, along with many other hand-made
items.

[Solar Calendar Cultural Park]It is the Yi Culture Theme Park. Constructed with the aim to show the
quintessence of the world civilization, is a place combining the study of ethnic culture, the demonstration of folk custom,
the exhibition of local art, and the trade and entertainment together. It is an unique assembly of the marrow of the Yi
heritage and a dynamic museum of the Yi culture.
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[The Cuihu Lake] Situated at the western foot of Wuhua Hill, is a scenically
beautiful park inside the city. In winter and spring, Kunming residents flock to
the Cuihu Park to feed red-beaked gulls - there are tens of thousands of them,
which descend upon the lake. This lovable scene, in which man, birds,
and nature mingle in such harmony, has kept occurring over the last ten years.
The love of the Kunming people for wildlife has added to the charms
of the City of Spring.

[Dongsi(East Temple) and Xisi (West Temple) ]
Standing along the Shulin and Dongsi Roads in the city proper are the Dongsi
(East Temple) and Xisi (West Temple) Pagodas that were built in the
Tang Dynasty (618-907).

【Accommodation】
Kunming：★★★★★Xiangjiang Hotel Kunming or Similar local 5*
Red Soil: ★★★★Hongtu Yinxiang Hotel or simila
Huize County：★★★Huize Hotel(The Best of Local)or similar
Yuanmou County: ★★★Yuanmou Hotel or similar
Chuxiong：★★★★Yiren Guzhen Hotel or similar
【Shopping】：Yunnan Puer Tea Shop，Silk or Honey Shop.

itinerary
Date

Departure

Destination

Transfer

Attractions
Cuihu Lake

D1

SIN

KMG

Air Flight

D2

Kunming

Huize

Coach

Huize Town

Coach

Dahai Caoshan,
Red Soil，Luoxia Valley
Dama Kan，Jinxiu Yuan,
Yuepu Ao,Yueliang
Tian(Moon Field)

Coach

Jiaozi Snow Mountain,
(Include return cable car)

D3

D4

Huize

Red Soil

Red Soil

Jiaozi Snow
Mount/
Kunming

Kunming

Yuanmou

D6

Yuanmou

Chuxiong
Ancient
Town of Yi
People

Coach

Daheiqing Cable Car Station
（Include return ticket），
Flower Stream，Yueya Rock，
Feilai Water Fall，Lianhua
Water Fall，Grassland，
Mubanghai Lake，Tianchi
Lake，Azaleas sea，Aogulin
forest
Yuanmou ，Chuxiong
Ancient Town of Yi People,
Solar Calendar Cultural Park

D7

Chuxiong
Ancient

Kunming

Coach

Dongsi (East Temple) and
Xisi(West Temple), Jinma

D5

Coach
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Special Arrange
L：Guoqiao Rice Noodle
D：Mushroom Steam Pot
Accommodation：Xiangjiang
Hotel or similar local 5*
L：Ancient Town Cuisine
D：Hotel Cuisine
Accommodation：
Huize Hotel 3*
L：Red Soil Cuisine
D：Hotel Cuisine
Accommodation：Hongtu
Yinxiang or similar
L：Green Cuisine
D：Hotel Cuisine
Accommodation：Xiangjiang
Hotel or similar local 5*

L：Farm Cuisine
D：Hotel Cuisine
Accommodation：Yuanmou
Hotel 3*

L：Farm Cuisine
D：Yi People Cuisine
Accommodation ：Yiren
Guzhen Hotel 4*
L：Chinese Cuisine
D：Jiulin Diet Flavor

Town of Yi
People
D8

Kunming

Singapore

Air Flight

and Biji Fang
Puer Tea Shop+Silk Shop
After Breakfast, transfer to
airport

Accommodation：Xiangjiang
Hotel or similar local 5*

Flight Detail：
Silk Air - Four departure date per week (MI): 2,4,5,7
4,7--D1 MI912 SINKMG 0820/1220, D8 MI913 KMG/SIN 1310/1715
2,5--D1 MI916 SINKMG 1355/1755, D8 MI915 KMG/SIN 1855/2300

Remark：
Optional Tour:
1) Dynamic Yunnan- Dynamic Yunnan, a grand and primitive song and dance
medley organized by renowned dancer, Ms. Yang Liping. It shows the
Different dances of the minority tribes in Yunnan province. It is both
Vibrant and colorful as the dancers energetically perform in their traditional costumes.
RMB360/Pax
2) Traditional Message RMB80/45Min
3)

Tipping for China tour guide and driver RMB25 Per person per day（or $5Per person per day）Children is
the same price.
4) If there are any discrepancies in the information between the English and
Chinese Itineraries, please refer to the Chinese version.
5) The sequence of the itinerary is subjected to change in accordance to the arrangement based on
the local agency.

Have A Nice Trip
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